Steps to Win the Race:
A. Check Emissions
B. Decarbonize Energy Supply
C. Streamline Demand
D. Elevate Quality of Life for All

Rules & Tools
The First STATE to achieve a net carbon economy with the best quality of life

Wants!

The Grid-die
The Power Grid is an amazing engineered achievement. Every day, this massive energy supply with consumer demand to provide uninterrupted power of our homes and offices.

The Energy Consumption Field

New Jersey's Energy Consumption

Find More Teams + Plays + Fields:
Technology Players: Innovations and improvements in technology have an impact on the viability of various energy solutions.


Regulatory Players: Policy makers, regulators, and legislation. Government initiatives that allow that government develops its powers from the people. You can move the government leader with votes, petitions, letters and...cash.

Carbon Pricing Players: All the interections of finance and policy. Ideas like “Cap and Trade” and Fee and Dividend. These must be agreed to by policy makers, multiple stakeholders, institutions.

Corporate Players: Companies are formed to do a return on investment. Companies that do not reduce costs on the bottom line are not able to achieve. But what about all that stuff? The government can help with subsidies. (See Energy Healing - see above)

Your State’s Emissions

D. Elevate Quality of Life for All
This page contains the visions of various quality of life improvements in the making of a

We have Ten Cowboy Players to serve. We don’t serve a great quality of life. How is this going to work? If we are going to do it, we have to live up to it. Is this not possible? Yes, but our way of life can work for the rest of the world. Start, Start. If you are not good enough, you will not be it. Our way does not look locally and world-wide. Don’t let the sky drop, aim only to do what your neighbors do.

(Think about SOCIAL, global, sustainable, and healthy machine)

The Backyard

Your Back Yard

The Landscape

The NIMBY Scarecrow: “Not in My Backyard”
Each project faces NIMBY because every project faces a conflict of interest. Each project must be agreed to by policy makers, multiple stakeholders, institutions.

Abstract - About Us
Footsteps to Wings (“FTW”) is a New Jersey nonprofit launching a movement around the “Race to be the first into a carbon state”. The first US State to achieve a net zero carbon-state — with the best quality of life. Our objectives is to create a blueprint, compelling narrative, and materials to track the race, tell the story, and make others consider the win. We invite states to make real change.

In this proposal, we outline the core results of the strategic approach we have in mind. This proposal is our statement of the core strategy in our movement to zero carbon. This proposal provides options for investment in a low-emission agricultural sector, reduce the risk of a conflict of interest. We are here to seek guidance, feedback and collaboration from our fellow climate organizers.
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